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Abstract. Anomaly detection attempts to identify abnormal events that deviate
from normality. Since such events are often rare, data related to this domain is
usually imbalanced. In this paper, we compare diverse preprocessing and Ma-
chine Learning (ML) state-of-the-art algorithms that can be adopted within this
anomaly detection context. These include two unsupervised learning algorithms,
namely Isolation Forests (IF) and deep dense AutoEncoders (AE), and two super-
vised learning approaches, namely Random Forest and an Automated ML (Au-
toML) method. Several empirical experiments were conducted by adopting seven
extremely imbalanced public domain datasets. Overall, the IF and AE unsuper-
vised methods obtained competitive anomaly detection results, which also have
the advantage of not requiring labeled data.3

Keywords: Autoencoder · Deep Learning · Isolation Forest · One-class classifi-
cation · Random Forest · AutoML · Supervised Learning · Unsupervised learning.

1 Introduction

Anomaly detection, also known as outlier detection or novelty detection, has been an
area of study for several years due to its value in diverse real-world application domains,
such as: fraud detection [1], network intrusion [18] and predictive maintenance [14].
Anomaly detection can be defined as the identification of abnormal or anomalous events
that deviate from the perceived normal ones [30]. Usually, anomaly detection involves
dealing with highly imbalanced data, since anomalous events are often rare [21].

Within this context, Machine Learning (ML) algorithms have been widely applied
to anomaly detection. A common approach is to employ supervised learning methods,
such as Logistic Regression [29], Decision Trees (DT) [33] and Random Forests [34].
These supervised ML algorithms are often coupled with resampling techniques to bal-
ance the training data, such as SMOTE [9] or Gaussian Copula (GC) [32]. Within the
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supervised learning domain, there has been a stronger focus on the usage of Auto-
mated ML (AutoML) [13], which alleviates the modeling effort by automating the ML
algorithm and hyperparameter search. Indeed, in a recent study, an AutoML method
was compared favorably with other ML algorithms (e.g., DT, RF) when performing
an anomaly detection industrial quality inspection task [26]. One disadvantage of the
supervised learning approach is that it requires labeled data, which often requires a
huge manual effort to create/obtain correct labeled data. An alternative is to employ
an unsupervised learning, in particular via a one-class learning approach, where the
ML algorithms are only fed with normal examples (the majority class). This includes
algorithms such as Isolation Forest (IF) [20] and deep AutoEncoders (AE) [26,34].

In this paper, we attempt to empirically measure the effect of several state-of-the-art
ML methods when applied to anomaly detection tasks. The compared methods include:
supervised – RF, AutoML; and unsupervised – IF and AE. The four methods were
compared by adopting seven extremely imbalanced public domain datasets. The paper
is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 presents the
public domain datasets, preprocessing methods, the compared Machine Learning (ML)
algorithms and the evaluation methodology. Then, Section 4 presents the obtained re-
sults. Lastly, the main conclusions are discussed in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Anomaly detection is a key ML task that impacts in several application domains (e.g.,
Finance, Fraud, Industry, Security). In effect, the early studies addressing this task dates
back to the 1960s [15]. In more recent years, a diverse range of algorithms have been
proposed for anomaly detection, including based on statistics [17], clustering [8,1], clas-
sification [8,33,29,34,26] and graph mining [2]. In particular, supervised classification
approaches require labeled data that is often difficult to obtain (e.g., requiring human
effort). When labeled data is available, it is often extremely unbalanced, since anoma-
lous events tend to be rare. Thus, some supervised learning studies employ balancing
training methods, such as SMOTE [9] or GC [32].

One of the challenges that anomaly detection has to address is that the boundaries
between normal and abnormal data are often not clearly defined, typically addressed by
using an unsupervised or one-class learning methods [6,36]. Under the one-class learn-
ing approach, the training datasets only contain “normal" examples. The assumption is
that any anomaly should be more distanced from the training learning space. Examples
of one-class ML algorithms include [5,3]: Local Outlier Factor (LOF), One-Class Sup-
port Vector Machine (OC-SVM) and Isolation Forest (IF). More recently, Deep learning
have been proposed for anomaly detection in diverse applications [7,30]. One popular
deep learning model is the AutoEncoder (AE), which when compared with other one-
class methods (e.g., LOF, OC-SVM and IF), tends to provide faster training times, thus
are capable of handling a larger amount of training data. Another advantage of the AE
algorithm is that it can be easily adapted to an online (or continual) learning, thus tack-
ling better the concept drift phenomenon [24,25].

In anomaly detection, there is a recurrent problem, which is the sparseness of anoma-
lous data when applied to a supervised approach. This sparseness makes it quite chal-
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lenging to model machine learning models, as there are not many examples to feed into
the model. In some studies, balancing techniques are used to generate enough minority
examples for more robust models to learn (oversampling) or even to reduce the major-
ity class so that the model learns both classes in the same proportion (Undersampling)
[23].

Within our knowledge, there is a lack of studies that perform a comparison of both
supervised learning and one-class learning ML methods over several anomaly detection
tasks, particularly extremely imbalanced ones. This paper fulfills this research gap by
comparing the performance of state-of-the-art methods, namely RF, AutoML, IF and
AE.

3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Datasets

This work experimented with seven public domain imbalanced datasets that can be
tested for anomaly detection, namely:

– The Predictive Maintenance Modeling Guide Collection (PMMGC) consists of
real-time telemetry readings and failure history acquired over the year of 2015 for
100 machines [28]. The full datasets are related with 876,142 hourly telemetry
records (roughly 8,761 records per machine) captured by four sensors installed
in each machine that measure tension (voltage), pressure, vibration, and rotation.
The measurements were averaged using an hourly time period. In this paper, we
selected five datasets from this collection and that are related with machines that
contain more failures (the machine identification numbers are shown in Table 1).
Each failure indicates the occurrence of a machine component replacement.

– The PMAI4I is another Predictive Maintenance dataset that was presented at the
Artificial Intelligence for Industries conference (PMAI4I) [27]. It consists of a syn-
thetic dataset that reflects a real predictive industrial maintenance task. The dataset
contains 10,000 data points with one input attribute representing the type of product
quality (categorical ∈{"low", "medium", "high"}), five numerical inputs (air tem-
perature, process temperature, rotational speed, torque and tool wear) and a target
label indicating the occurrence of a machine failure.

– The Credit Card Fraud Detection (CCFD) data is related with transactions made
by credit cards by European cardholders in September 2013 over two days [10]. The
dataset contains a total of 283,726 transactions and 473 frauds. Due to confidential-
ity issues, the dataset contains only numerical features resulting from a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) transformation. The only input attributes that have not
been transformed with PCA are: Amount, which indicates the transaction amount;
and Class, which indicates whether the transaction was fraudulent or not.

Table 1 characterizes the adopted datasets. The last column (Failures %) shows that all
datasets are highly imbalanced. In effect, the failure frequency that is lower than 1%,
except for dataset PMAI4I (3.39%).
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Table 1. Summary of the adopted anomaly detection datasets.

Source Dataset Records Input
Features # Failures Failures(%)

PMMGC [28]

Machine 17

≈8,761 4

15 0.17
Machine 22 15 0.17
Machine 83 14 0.16
Machine 98 16 0.18
Machine 99 19 0.22

[27] PMAI4I 10,000 6 339 3.39
[10] CCFD 283,726 29 482 0.17

3.2 Data Preprocessing

For the PMMGC datasets, we have first removed all duplicate entries, since several
of the selected machine datasets included repetitions of rows for the same anomalies.
Moreover, the product quality type attribute of the PMAI4I dataset (the only categorical
input feature of all the analyzed datasets) was transformed into a numeric one by using
one-hot encoding, as implemented by the the cane4 Python module[22,24]. This trans-
formation assumes one binary input per categorical level, namely: “low” → (1,0,0),
“medium” → (0,1,0) and “high” → (0,0,1). Regarding the same dataset, in order to
increase the imbalanced ratio of the target class to a value that is closer to the percent-
age of failures of the other datasets, we have performed a random undersampling of
the anomaly cases, leading to just 100 anomalies (of a total of 339), thus resulting in a
failure rate of 1%.

3.3 Anomaly Detection Methods

All ML methods were implemented by using the Python language and the following
modules: scikit-learn5 – for IF and RF; TensorFlow6 – for AE; and H2O7 module
for the AutoML.

The IF is a one-class ML algorithm that takes advantage of two significant charac-
teristics of abnormal instances [20]: they are present in fewer quantities and are also
numerically different to normal instances. The IF adopts this principle, constructing an
ensemble of several isolation trees, each containing the abnormal instances closer to
the root of the tree (Fig. 1). The scikit-learn IF implementation provides a decision
score that ranges from ŷi =-1 (highest abnormal score) to ŷi =1 (highest normal score).
In order to obtain an anomaly probability score (di ∈ [0,1], for an input example i), we
rescale the IF scores by computing di = (1− ŷi)/2.

Autoencoders (AE) are unsupervised learning techniques that efficiently compress
and encode data into a lower-dimensional representation by assuming a bottleneck layer

4 https://pypi.org/project/cane/
5 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
6 https://www.tensorflow.org/
7 https://docs.h2o.ai/

https://pypi.org/project/cane/
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
https://www.tensorflow.org/
https://docs.h2o.ai/
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Fig. 1. Exemplification of the IF algorithm.

(with Lb hidden units) [16]. Let (LI ,L1, ...,LH ,LO) denote the structure of a dense (fully
connected) Deep FeedForward Network (DFFN) with the layer node sizes, where LI and
LO represent the input and output layer sizes and H is the number of hidden layers. The
proposed AE is based on an architecture that previously obtained high quality anomaly
detection results in a industrial anomaly detection task [26,34,35]. It assumes LI =
LO, a symmetrical encoder and decoder structure (e.g., L1 = LO−1) and the popular
ReLu activation function is used by all hidden neural units with the exception of the
output layer, which assumes a linear activation function. In the encoder component, the
number of hidden layer units decreases by half in each subsequent hidden layer until
the bottleneck size (Lb) is reached: L1 = LI/2, L2 = L1/2, and vice-versa. Each hidden
layer is also attached with a Batch Normalization (BN) layer. Fig. 2 represent the base
structure used for all datasets in this work.
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Fig. 2. Exemplification of the adopted base AE structure.

When adapted to anomaly detection, the AE training algorithm is only fed with
standard (normal) instances, aiming to generate output values identical to its inputs.
In this work, the AE is trained with the Adam optimizer using a batch size of 32,
200 epochs and early stopping (using 10% of the training data as the validation set).
The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is used as the loss function and reconstruction error:
MAEi = ∑

n
k=1

|xi,k−x̂i,k|
n ,where xi,k and x̂i,k denote the AE input and output value for the

i-th data instance and k-th input or output node. The reconstruction MAE error is used
as the decision score di = MAEi, where higher reconstruction errors should correspond
to a higher anomaly probability.
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Turning to the supervised learning methods, the RF is a popular method that tends to
obtain high quality prediction results when assuming its default hyperparameter values
[11]. The algorithm works as an ensemble of decision trees that form a “forest". Each
tree depends on the values of a randomly sampled input vector and a bagging selection
of training samples [4]. RF can be used for both regression and classification tasks. In
this work, we used RF to output anomaly class probabilities (∈[0.0,1.0]), which are
used as the decision score (di). As for the AutoML method, we adopt the H2O tool,
which performs an automatic training and tuning of several ML algorithms within a
user-specified time limit. Under the adopted H2O default configuration, the tool trains
four distinct algorithms: RF, Generalized Linear Model (GLM), Gradient Boosting Ma-
chine and a default DFFN network. Then, it employs a Stacking Ensemble (SE), which
uses all previously trained models to generate inputs for another GLM model. To per-
form the model selection, we set the tool to optimize the Area Under Curve (AUC)
of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis [12]. The tool was run for a
maximum of 10 minutes, assuming an internal (applied over the training data) 5-fold
cross-validation scheme.

3.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the anomaly detection performance, an external (applied over all available
data) stratified 5-fold cross-validation scheme . During each of the five iterations, the
training data was used to fit the ML model and the test (unseen) data was used to com-
pute the predicted anomaly decision scores and respective ROC analysis [12]. When
a model outputs a decision score di, the class can be interpreted as positive if di > K,
where K is a fixed decision threshold, otherwise it is considered negative. The ROC
curve shows the performance of a two-class classifier across all K ∈ [0,1] values, plot-
ting one minus the specificity (x-axis), or False Positive Rate (FPR), versus the sensi-
tivity (y-axis), or True Positive Rate (TPR). The discrimination performance is given
by the AUC =

∫ 1
0 ROCdK. It should be noted that the AUC measure is a popular mea-

sure that contains two main advantages [34,35]: quality values are not affected by the
imbalanced rate of the target class; and quality values are easy to interpret (50% – per-
formance of a random classifier; 70% - good; 80% – very good; 90% - excellent; and
100% - ideal classifier). After executing the 5-fold cross-validation, the AUC results
are aggregated by computing the median value (which is less sensitive to outliers when
compared withe the average value).

4 Results

In the first set of computational experiments, we executed the external 5-fold cross-
validation for the tested seven datasets and four baseline ML algorithms (RF, AutoML,
IF) and a generic AE structure. The results are summarized in Table 2. When comparing
the supervised learning results (RF and AutoML), the H2O automated method tends to
obtain a better anomaly detection performance. For instance, it presents a higher me-
dian PMMGC value (66.4% versus 62.5%) and also better median AUC values for the
PMAI4I and CCFD tasks. Turning to the one-class methods, both IF and AE obtain the
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best median AUC values in three cases (IF – Machine 17 and 98, and CCFD; AE – Ma-
chine 22 and 99, and PMAI4I). Overall, AE produces a better discrimination accuracy
(in terms of median AUC) for PMMGC and PMAI4I, while IF obtains better CCFD re-
sults. More importantly, the comparison of supervised versus one-class methods tends
to favor the latter ones. In effect, there is only one case (PMMGC Machine 83) where
a supervised learning algorihm (RF) obtains the best anomaly detection performance.
For all other cases, the IF and AE algorithms tend to outperform the supervised learning
methods. This is an important result, since the one-class methods have the advantage
of not requiring labeled data during their training procedure that is often more costly
given the manual effort required to inspect and tag the examples.

Table 2. Median AUC values for the first comparison experiment (best results are in bold).

Supervised Unsupervised

Dataset RF AutoML IF AE

PMMGC:

Machine 17 0.5000 0.6664 0.6830 0.6459
Machine 22 0.6667 0.6661 0.7069 0.7173
Machine 83 0.6667 0.6638 0.6114 0.4768
Machine 98 0.6250 0.6250 0.8155 0.7979
Machine 99 0.5000 0.4986 0.6818 0.7047

Median PMMGC value: 0.6250 0.6638 0.7069 0.7173

PMAI4I 0.5997 0.6732 0.7644 0.7914
CCFD 0.8838 0.8979 0.9554 0.8813

To further check if a balancing training technique would improve the supervised
learning results, we executed a second set of experiments by adopting the five PMMGC
datasets, for which the supervised learning anomaly detection performance is weak
(e.g., random classification for RF and Machine 17). In these set of experiments, the
RF and AutoML training data was first balanced by employing two oversampling tech-
niques, SMOTE and CG, as implemented by the imblearn [19] and sdv [31] Python
modules, using the baseline configurations. We note that in these experiments, the ex-
ternal 5-fold test data is kept without any changes. The obtained results are shown in
Table 3.

Rather than improving the performance of supervised learning methods, both re-
sampling techniques tends to diminish the anomaly detection capability. For instance,
the median machine AUC value for RF decreased from 62.5% to 49.49% (SMOTE)
and 50.0% (GC). Similarly, the AutoML median machine performance decreased from
66.4% to 50% (for both SMOTE and CG). The oversampling poor performance behav-
ior might be explained by the extremely imbalanced nature of the analyzed datasets.
Since the percentage of failures is lower than 1%, the SMOTE and GC methods have to
generate a substantially high number of false synthetic cases, which creates records of
the least representative class with the possibly of containing incorrect information that
in turn prejudices the supervised learning.
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Table 3. Median AUC values for the second comparison experiment using the PMMGC data
source (best results are in bold).

Machine SMOTE Gaussian Copula

RF AutoML RF AutoML

17 0.4949 0.4991 0.6667 0.6641
22 0.6584 0.6624 0.5000 0.4991
83 0.4949 0.4986 0.5000 0.5000
98 0.6561 0.6621 0.6250 0.4997
99 0.4874 0.4951 0.5000 0.4977

Median machine value: 0.4949 0.4991 0.5000 0.4997

This further enhances the quality of applying one-class learning instead of balanc-
ing the dataset. The one-class learning approach uses the class itself to establish the
boundaries that distinguish it from other classes, thus proving to be more useful than
balancing extremely unbalanced datasets.

5 Conclusions

Due to advances in Information Technology (e.g., Smart Cities, Industry 4.0), anomaly
detection is becoming an increasingly relevant task in diverse domains where digital
data is in abundance (e.g., industry, finance, security). In this work, we perform an
empirical comparison study that considers seven extremely imbalanced public domain
datasets and four state-of-the-art Machine Learning (ML) algorithms: one-class – Iso-
lation Forest (IF) and deep AutoEncoders (AE); and supervised – Random Forest (RF)
and an Automated ML (AutoML) tool. Overall, the best anomaly detection results were
obtained by the one-class learners (IF and AE), which have the advantage of not re-
quiring labeled data during their training procedure thus proving to be more effective
in detecting anomalies than applying dataset augmentation techniques (e.g., SMOTE,
GC). In future work, we wish to extend the empirical study by implementing more
robust data augmentation techniques, such as using deep Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs), to check if this produces benefits compared with other synthetic data
generators (e.g., SMOTE and GC).
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